
Page Section Figure Comment Commentor Project Response RPD Response
76 9.1 3rd row Delete "through the" (appears twice) RPD Completed. Resolved

76 9.1 1st paragraph
Strike the sentence "activated by the proposed uses in the buildings adjacent to the 
waterfront-facing open space." - it sounds like space will be privatized or focused on adjacent 
private uses rather than available to City 

RPD Completed. Resolved

76 9.1.1

Is "The Point" considered a separate park or part of the Waterfront Park? In the Initial Study 
they are described as two separate parks, 1.2 acres and 2.8 acres in size, respectively, 
meaning that the total size of the Waterfront Park to either 4 acres if it includes The Point, or 
2.8 acres if it doesn't. Please be consistent with park descriptions and sizes across all project 
documents

RPD
A separate description has been added for The 
Point.  Please see D4D for additional detail.

Resolved

76 9.1.1
Please add the exploratory play area planned at The Point and the flexible grassy area meant 
for yoga along the waterfront as possible amenities.

RPD
A reference to the D4D Open Space Section has 
been incorporated to 9.1. The specific uses within 
each open space area can be found in the D4D.

Resolved

76 9.1.3 Where are the barbeques going to be located?  RPD
A reference to the D4D Open Space Section has 
been incorporated to 9.1. The specific uses within 
each open space area can be found in the D4D.

Resolved

76 9.1 Why is the Stack Garden not mentioned as part of the open space system? RPD This is mentioned as part of the Waterfront Park. Resolved

77 9.2
Please add: "The proposed parks and open spaces will be added to the City inventory of 
permittable spaces, and RPD will have a permitting role with regards to the rooftop soccer 
field and any other amenities requiring permitting." 

RPD Completed.
RPD would also like to permit the U-6 
field(s) in Power Station Park. Please 

amend language. 

General
We encourage more active uses, such as dog play areas, adult exercise equipment and courts 
throughout the open space system. We highly recommend including designated dog play 
areas to avoid conflict between dog owners and other users

RPD
A reference to the D4D Open Space Section has 
been incorporated to 9.1. The specific uses within 
each open space area can be found in the D4D.

87 9.1.1 Is the "recreational area" mentioned here referring to the waterfront lawn?  RPD NEW
87 9.1.1 "a " is missing before "recreational area" and "recreational dock" RPD NEW

87 9.1.2
What does it mean that this area is designated as a "quieter open space"? Seems 
contradictory to picnic/BBQ area and informal play area.

RPD NEW

88 9.1.4
Making the same comment here as we did for the D4D - didn't we discuss having one larger 
soccer field rather than two small ones?

RPD NEW

88 9.1.5 Please note that the rooftop soccer field would be accessible from street level by an elevator RPD NEW

General
We encourage more active uses, such as dog play areas, adult exercise equipment and courts 
throughout the open space system. We highly recommend including designated dog play 
areas to avoid conflict between dog owners and other users

RPD NEW
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